SAFE PATIENT HANDLING TIPS

TOLLOS BARIATRIC STEDY AID (SIT TO STAND)

- REMEMBER TO LOCK BRAKES TO LIFT PATIENT AND UNLOCK BRAKES TO SIT PATIENT
- ALWAYS HAVE SOMEONE HOLDING LIFT TO CONTROL MOVEMENT DURING DESCENT
- 750 LBS WT LIMIT
- BRIGHT BLUE SLING W/COLORED LOOPS
- REMEMBER SLING IS WIPE DOWN/REUSABLE
- ALSO AVAILABLE IN WHITE DISPOSABLE SLINGS W/COLORED EDGES
- NOTIFY LIFT TEAM WHEN NEEDED
- SLINGS ARE AVAILABLE IN XL & XXL IN LIFT TEAM DEPT
- REMEMBER TO TURN OFF LIFT AFTER EVERY USE
- CHECK BATTERIES ONCE A SHIFT (8HRS. TO CHARGE EMPTY BATTERY)